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1 The history of viticulture in the Leithaberg region 

 

It was a single wine vessel which added a new and exciting detail to Burgenland’s wine 

history over night. The black and red clay vessel, which was found in a Celtic burial 

mound during an archaeological excavation in Zagersdorf near Eisenstadt, contained 

three grape seeds. The age of the ancestors of Grüner Sylvaner, Welschriesling and 

Chardonnay was estimated at around 2700 years. This discovery makes Burgenland one 

of the oldest wine growing areas in Europe. This is a fact that one can be proud of, like 

the people of Zagersdorf whose coat of arms shows the three famous grape seeds.   

 

The Romans, renowned for their cultivation of viticulture and for their love of wine, also 

played an important role in the history of wine in Burgenland. They conquered what we 

now know as Burgenland during the so called Dacian Wars and made it part of the 

Roman province of Pannonia. The Romans found themselves confronted with constant 

attacks by various ethnic groups including the Marcomanni, the Vandals, the Sarmatians 

and the Quadi. At the beginning of the 5th century the area was ceded to the Huns, 

although the land was quite depleted after almost constant war.  

 

Charlemagne or Charles the Great, eventually managed to bring peace back to the 

region. In 800 he made a new and extensive agricultural policy which revolutionised the 

art of winemaking and raised the standard to a previously unattainable one. He began by 

selecting the highest quality grape varieties and cultivating them systematically. It is 

suspected that these efforts made Blaufränkisch the top quality variety that it is today.  

 

Viticulture in the Leithaberg region came into its prime during the Middle Ages, as did 

most wine growing areas within the Roman Empire. This can be explained by the 

Medieval Warm Period; a time of extremely favourable growing seasons around 1300 

which caused the vines of Central Europe to flourish. Around the same time Cistercians, 

who had been growing wine in the area since the 12th century, started to plant the first 

Burgundian varieties (Chardonnay, Pinot Blanc, Pinot Noir).  

 

Today the Leithaberg region enjoys a reputation as a first class wine growing area both 

at home and further afield in Europe. This success is due not only to the unique climatic 

conditions and composition of soils, but also to the hard work, innovation and dedication 
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shown by the winemakers of Burgenland, who have worked especially hard to get to the 

top in recent years.  

 

After much cooperation with various well known winemakers and the national wine 

commission, the region Leithaberg was declared a DAC area (Districtus Austriae 

Controllatus) in 2009. Deciding factors include the very specific and unique terroir, 

traditional grape varieties and classic vinification (no new oak).  Spice, minerality and 

fruit, which can be put down to the local slate soil and shell limestone, are distinctive 

characteristics of Leithaberg DAC wines.  

 

 

 

 

2 Discovering the Leithaberg region 

 

Approximately 50 kilometres south east of Vienna one comes across a mountainous area 

which separates the foothills of the Alps from the Pannonian lowlands. The Leithagebirge, 

as it is called in German, forms part of the border between the Burgenland and Lower 

Austria. Its approximately 40 kilometre long ridge belongs to the foothills of the Alps and 

is a densely wooded area growing primarily on gneiss, mica-slate and limestone – the so 

called “Leithakalk”.   

 

Just before the ascent of these mountain-like hills - on the Lower Austrian side -  is the 

Leitha River, which has its source in the alpine foothills and forms part of the border 

between Lower Austria and Burgenland before flowing into modern Hungary. The 

Leithagebirge is marked by forests along its steep rise. Further up, there are deciduous 

trees and conifers that create an alpine impression.  

 

Finally, at the peak of the Leithagebirge, one is greeted by a sensational panorama which 

reaches as far as Hungary. Lake Neusiedl lies almost like a precious stone fixed to the 

ground by the nature surrounding it. This natural paradise and famous landmark attracts 

significant numbers of visitors both locally and from further afield. It is located in the 

northern part of the Burgenland and covers more than 320 km². From north to south the 

lake is about 35 km long, and it is between 6 km and 14 km wide from east to west. The 

small town of Neusiedl am See lies north of the lake and Mörbisch is situated south of the 
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lake near to the border with Hungary. The lake lies predominantly in Austria but a small 

part is in Hungary. It has always been a symbol of the bond shared between two 

neighbouring countries, which have mutually profited and adopted respective cultural 

aspects as their own.  

 

The state capital of the Burgenland is Eisenstadt with its grand Esterházy Castle. The 

drive south to Eisenstadt from the lake is one which provides magnificent views of 

beautiful countryside surrounded by hilly horizons. Between the border with Hungary and 

the wooded areas further south lies one of the world’s oldest cultural treasures and wine 

growing areas.  

 

The second largest steppe lake in Europe combined with the soft rolling hills of the 

Leithagebirge make the area unique. The picturesque area to the west of Lake Neusiedl 

not only belongs to one of the most beautiful cultural landscapes in Austria, but also 

provides winemakers with extraordinary climatic conditions.  

 

Leithaberg DAC region includes the wine growing communities: Jois, Winden, 

Breitenbrunn, Purbach, Donnerskirchen and Schützen; as well as Eisenstadt, Kleinhöflein 

and St. Georgen; and the surrounding villages of Leithaprodersdorf, Großhöflein, 

Wulkaprodersdorf, Siegendorf, Zagersdorf, Sankt Margarethen, Oslip, Oggau and 

Mörbisch am See. Decisions regarding which villages belong to this region are based, 

above all, on soil types; a high proportion of slate and shell limestone has so far been the 

determining factor.  
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2.1 Map showing the Leithaberg region 
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2.2 Geological information - soils 

 

The mountainous area and surrounding hilly landscape of the Leithaberg region are 

known in German as the Leithagebirge. Ancient crystalline primary rock forms the basis 

of the impressive landscape, which took shape at around the same time that major 

geological shifting of the earth’s crust formed the Alps. For several million years the 

formation was lying on the seabed of the ancient Paratethys Sea. Over time calcareous 

stone comprised of shells and snails built up, until around 5 million years ago when the 

sea went down. The area dried up into solid land with sediments of sand, marl and clay. 

Due to vegetation cycles, a layer of humus gradually appeared as well. 

 

As a result of this process, the area around the Leithagebirge offers a unique soil 

structure: gneiss and mica-slate in the centre covered with hardened tertiary shell-

limestone, which is known locally as "Leithakalk". The uppermost layer consists of 

sedimentary soils; these are made primarily of marl but crystalline elements can be found 

at various spots on the surface as well. Prehistoric or primary rock soils are meagre and 

warm up easily. This is not only ideal for the ripening of the grapes, but also enables 

vines to form deep, strong roots: vines which grow on meagre soils tend to yield grapes 

that are low in volume, but high in character. Moreover, traces of the soil minerals can be 

found in the wines, giving them a kind of spicy quality not easy to describe – but which 

wine tasters usually refer to as "minerality". 

 

The prehistoric rock soils (mica-slate and gneiss) are called "Ranker", and the limestone 

soils are referred to as "Redzina". Burgundian varieties such as Chardonnay, Pinot Blanc, 

Pinot Noir and St. Laurent develop a particular elegance when grown on limestone soil.  

 

Another speciality in this area is a kind of soil that formed during a warm period before 

the last Ice Age: "Braunlehm" or brown loam, which is a quasi-fossil soil. Forming a small 

strip along the southern slopes of the Leithagebirge, “Braunlehm” contains a lot of iron 

and is reddish-brown in colour.  

 

This combination of soils is the greatest treasure that the region offers its winemakers. 

Together with the microclimate and the tried and tested methods of cultivation, 

Leithaberg provides a terroir of such unique quality that it is unlike any other in the 

world.  
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Map showing soils found in the Leithaberg region 

 

 

 

(Key – brown: slate, blue: limestone) 
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2.3 Climate 

 

The climatic conditions in the region are primarily Pannonian with spring being milder 

and arriving earlier than in other areas. It has been known for almond and cherry trees 

to be blooming here while, further to the west, snow still lies on the ground. Also, the 

vines can sprout earlier than those to the west of the Leithaberg region - which often 

means a two-week grape ripening advantage. Another climatic advantage is provided by 

Lake Neusiedl, which prevents the dreaded late frost in spring through its regulating 

effect on the weather.  

 

Spring is followed by a hot and dry summer. During the summer it doesn’t rain very 

often, but when it does it’s usually an impressive storm. In the northern part of 

Burgenland annual rainfall lies between 600 and 700 mm. When the weather is calm 

Lake Neusiedl develops its own wind system. Those warm winds coming from the 

Pannonian plain not only make Lake Neusiedl a paradise for surfers and sailors, but also 

provide the vines with excellent ventilation. Currents which come from the Leithagebirge 

have a cooling effect and ensure a slow grape ripening period.  

 

The ridge of the Leithagebirge is densely wooded and forms a protective shield against 

the cold northwest winds. In addition, the huge expanse of water which makes up Lake 

Neusiedl helps to warm up cool autumn evenings. Autumn is typically sunny, mild, and 

can last until late October. Here in the Leithaberg region, it is not uncommon for the 

grapes to still be ripening on the vines while in cooler areas the frost has already burned 

the leaves. 

 

The mild Pannonian climate combined with the high amount of sunshine days around 

Lake Neusiedl ensure a lengthy ripening period, while the cool nights ensure that the 

wines develop intensive aromas. The climate in the Leithaberg region is not ideal for 

producing sumptuous wines with a high alcohol and sugar content. On the contrary: 

here the wines develop a fine palette of fruity aromas, acidity, minerality and a tightly-

knit tannin structure. 
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3 Leithaberg DAC wines 

 

As directed by the Austrian Minister for Agriculture on 30th July 2009, regionally typical 

quality wines from the region may be marketed and sold under the name Leithaberg DAC 

as of 1st September 2010. This will be the first time that a DAC area has both a regionally 

typical white wine and a regionally typical red wine.  

 

The aim is to define a clear and recognisable wine style and raise the awareness level of 

wines from the Leithaberg region.  

 

Just like any other DAC, Leithaberg DAC is subject to the general requirements and 

standards set for Austrian quality wines. Additionally, Leithaberg DAC white may only be 

produced from the grape varieties Grüner Veltliner, Pinot Blanc, Chardonnay and/or 

Neuburger. This means that Leithaberg DAC white can be a single variety white wine 

made from one of the listed grape varieties or a blend of 2 or more from the list. 

Leithaberg DAC red has to be Blaufränkisch. Both styles should be dry and characterised 

by the locally typical minerality.  

 

Leithaberg DAC wines should be long lasting with a great potential for development. They 

must demonstrate inner tension and liveliness and be tightly-knit and complex. By no 

means do they have to open up when you take the first sip. Spontaneous fermentation 

gives the wines additional complexity and results in wines which show length, minerality, 

expressiveness, finesse and elegance. A Leithaberg DAC wine should be a well-structured 

wine which is defined by the soil, rather than the oak. They should provide wine lovers 

with a deliberate contrast to the so-called “international wine style”: too much oak and 

heaviness are equally frowned upon as superficial fruitiness or extreme buttery notes. In 

order to guarantee this style it has been agreed that Leithaberg DAC wines will contain 

between 12.5% and 13.5% alcohol. The reds are marked by minerality, elegance, deep 

spiciness and a tightly-knit tannin structure.  

 

Here a wine style has emerged which reminds of the tradition of giving wine time in the 

barrel and time in the bottle, which also helps to improve the ageing potential.  
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4 Leithaberg members  

 

Bioweinbau Köstner Prangerstrasse 5 7091 Breitenbrunn www.bioweinbau-koestner.at 

Winzerhof Lichtenberger-Gonzalez Seestraße 40-42 7091 Breitenbrunn www.lichtenbergergonzalez.at 

Weingut Hofbauer Kirchengasse 17 7091 Breitenbrunn  

Weingut Hubert Sandhofer Am Anger 12 7091 Breitenbrunn www.hubertsandhofer.com 

Weingut Bayer - Erbhof Hauptstrasse 50 7082 Donnerskirchen www.bayer-erbhof.at 

Weingut Berger Hauptstraße 30 7082 Donnerskirchen www.weingut-berger.at 

Weingut Liegenfeld Johannesstrasse 25 7082 Donnerskirchen www.liegenfeld.at 

Weingut Reichardt Johannesstraße  28 7082 Donnerskirchen www.weingut-reichardt.at 

Weingut Sommer Johannesstrasse 26 7082 Donnerskirchen www.weingut-sommer.at 

Esterházy Wein  Nr. 1 7061 Trausdorf www.esterhazywein.at 

Weingut Hahnenkamp St. Georgener Hauptstr. 53 7000 Eisenstadt www.weingut-hahnenkamp.at 

Weingut Rudolf Kaiser Kleinhöfleiner Hauptstrasse 70 7000 Eisenstadt www.weingut-kaiser.at 

Weinbau Köllerhaus Hotterweg 66 7000 Eisenstadt www.koellerhaus.at 

Weingut Hans Moser St. Georgener Hauptstrasse 13 7000 Eisenstadt www.hans-moser.at 

Weingut Nehrer St. Georgener Hauptstrasse 16 7000 Eisenstadt www.nehrer.co.at 

Weingut Lichtscheidl Hauptstraße 14 7000 Eisenstadt www.weingut-lichtscheidl.com 

Weingut Tinhof Gartengasse 3 7000 Eisenstadt www.tinhof.at 

Weingut Tinhof St. Georgener Hauptstraße 10 7000 Eisenstadt www.weingut-tinhof.com 

Weingut Heinrich  Baumgarten 60 7122 Gols www.heinrich.at 

Hans & Christine Nittnaus Untere Hauptstrasse 105 7122 Gols www.nittnaus.net 

Anita & Hans Nittnaus Untere Hauptstrasse 49 7122 Gols www.nittnaus.at 

Weingut Schlösinger Bahnstrasse 13 2440 Gramatneusiedl www.schloesinger.at 

Weingut Hahnekamp-Sailer Hauptstraße 24 7051 Großhöflein www.hahnekamp-sailer.at 
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Wein und Schnaps Mariell Hauptstrasse 74 7051 Großhöflein www.mariell.at 

Die Winzerei, Ringhofer/Pairits Raiffeisenplatz 3 7051 Großhöflein www.winzerei.at 

Weingut Wagentristl Rosengasse 2 7051 Großhöflein www.wagentristl.com 

Familie Altenburger Untere Hauptstrasse 62 7093 Jois www.markusaltenburger.com 

Leo Hillinger GmbH Hill 1 7093 Jois www.leo-hillinger.com 

Weingut Martin Pasler Obere Hauptstraße 44 7093 Jois www.pasler.com 

Weingut Franz Pasler Untere Hauptstraße 30 7093 Jois www.franzpasler.at 

Weingut Kiss Bundesstrasse 39 7093 Jois www.weingut-kiss.com 

Weingut Steurer HST Bahnstrasse 28 7093 Jois www.weingut-steurer.at 

Weinbau Liszt, Matthiaskeller Hauptstraße 10 2443 Leithaprodersdorf www.matthiaskeller.at 

Weingut Menitz Untere Hauptstrasse 31 2443 Leithaprodersdorf  

Weingut Pluschkovits Josef Schulgasse 11 2443 Leithaprodersdorf www.pluschkovits.at 

Weingut Tschank Georg Untere Hauptstraße 19 2443 Leithaprodersdorf www.weingut-tschank.at 

Weingut Grenzhof - Fiedler Weinzeile 2 7072 Mörbisch www.grenzhof-fiedler.at 

Weingut Kast Oberer Satzweg 55 7100 Neusiedl / See www.wein-kast.at 

Weingut Christian Rainprecht Hauptstrasse 32 7063 Oggau www.rainprecht.at 

Weinbau Hans Reinprecht Hauptstrasse 20 7063 Oggau 
www.burgenland.at/weinbau-

reinprecht 

Schullerwein Markus Schuller Triftgasse 40 7063 Oggau www.schullerwein.at 

Weingut Mad, Marienberg Antonigasse 1 7063 Oggau www.wein-burgenland.at 

Remushof Jagschitz Untere Lerchengasse 15 7064 Oslip www.remushof.at 

Weingut Robitza Stefan Rosengasse 4 7064 Oslip  

Weingut Schumich Stefan Bachgasse 1 7064 Oslip www.weinhaus-schumich.at 

Weingut Bichler Sätzgasse 22 7083 Purbach www.bichler-weinbau.eu 

Weingut Birgit Braunstein  Hauptgasse 18 7083 Purbach www.braunstein.at 

Weingut Gmeiner Angergasse 13 7083 Purbach www.weingut-gmeiner.at 
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Weingut Kieslinghof Hauptgasse 24 7083 Purbach www.kieslinghof.at 

Weingut Kreiler Kirchengasse 53 7083 Purbach www.kreiler.at 

Weingut "Kloster am Spitz" Waldsiedlung 2 7083 Purbach www.klosteramspitz.at 

Weingut Toni Hartl Florianigasse 7 2440 Reisenberg www.toni-hartl.at 

Weingut Prieler  Hauptstrasse 181 7081 Schützen/ Gebirge www.prieler.at 

Weingut Martin Reinfeld Hauptstrasse 19 7081 Schützen/ Gebirge www.wein-reinfeld.at 

Winzerfamilie Artner Flurgasse 11 7062 St. Margarethen www.artner-wein.at 

Weingut Eberherr Hauptstr. 116 7062 St. Margarethen www.eberherr.at 

Weingut Schneider Elisabeth Hauptstraße 134 7062 St. Margarethen www.weingut-schneider.at 

Weingut Hermann Leeb Hauptstraße 47 7092 Winden www.weingutleeb.at 

Weinbau Mariel Untere Hauptstrasse 51 7041 Wulkaprodersdorf www.mariel.at 

Weinbau Marinits Untere Hauptstrasse 9 7041 Wulkaprodersdorf www.marinits.at 

Welkovits Eva Wiesengasse 2 7011 Zagersdorf www.welkovits.at 

Erich Scheiblhofer GmbH Halbturnerstr. 1a 7163 Andau www.andau.com 

Bioweinbau Köstner Prangerstrasse 5 7091 Breitenbrunn www.bioweinbau-koestner.at 

Winzerhof Lichtenberger Seestraße 40-42 7091 Breitenbrunn www.winzerhof.lichtenberger.bkf.at 

Weingut Hofbauer Kichengasse 17 7091 Breitenbrunn  

Hubert Sandhofer Am Anger 12 7091 Breitenbrunn www.hubertsandhofer.com 

Weingut Bayer - Erbhof Hauptstrasse 50 7082 Donnerskirchen www.bayer-erbhof.at 

WG Stefan & Christine Berger Hauptstraße 30 7082 Donnerskirchen www.weingut-berger.at 

Weingut Liegenfeld Johannesstrasse 25 7082 Donnerskirchen 
www.liegenfeld.at     

www.weinquartett.at 

Weingut Reichardt Johannesstraße  28 7082 Donnerskirchen www.weingut-reichardt.at 

Weingut Sommer Johannesstrasse 26 7082 Donnerskirchen www.weingut-sommer.at 

Esterházy Wein  Schloss Esterházy 7000 Eisenstadt www.esterhazywein.at 

Weingut Hahnenkamp St. Georgener Hauptstr. 53 7000 Eisenstadt www.weingut-hahnenkamp.at 
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Weingut Rudolf Kaiser Kleinhöfleiner Hauptstrasse 70 7000 Eisenstadt www.weingut-kaiser.at 

Weinbau Köllerhaus Hotterweg 66 7000 Eisenstadt www.koellerhaus.at 

Weingut Hans Moser St. Georgener Hauptstrasse 13 7000 Eisenstadt www.hans-moser.at 

Weingut Nehrer St. Georgener Hauptstrasse 16 7000 Eisenstadt www.nehrer.co.at 

Weingut Lichtscheidl Hauptstraße 14 7000 Eisenstadt www.weingut-lichtscheidl.com 

Weingut Tinhof Gartengasse 3 7000 Eisenstadt www.tinhof.at 

Weingut Tinhof St. Georgener Hauptstraße 10 7000 Eisenstadt www.weingut-tinhof.com 

Weingut Heinrich GmbH Baumgarten 60 7122 Gols www.heinrich.at 

Hans & Christine Nittnaus Untere Hauptstrasse 105 7122 Gols www.nittnaus.net 

Anita & Hans Nittnaus Untere Hauptstrasse 49 7122 Gols www.nittnaus.at 

Weingut Schlösinger Bahnstrasse 13 2440 Gramatneusiedl  

Weingut Hahnekamp-Sailer Hauptstraße 24 7051 Großhöflein www.hahnekamp-sailer.at 

Wein und Schnaps Mariell Hauptstrasse 74 7051 Großhöflein www.mariell.at 

Die Winzerei, Ringhofer/Pairits Raiffeisenplatz 3 7051 Großhöflein www.winzerei.at 

Weingut Wagentristl Rosengasse 2 7051 Großhöflein www.wagentristl.com 

Familie Altenburger Untere Hauptstrasse 62 7093 Jois www.joiserwinzer.at/altenburger 

Leo Hillinger GmbH Hill 1 7093 Jois www.leo-hillinger.com 

Weingut Martin Pasler Obere Hauptstraße 44 7093 Jois www.pasler.com 

Weingut Steurer HST Bahnstrasse 28 7093 Jois www.weingut-steurer.at 

Weinbau Liszt, Matthiaskeller Hauptstraße 10 2443 Leithaprodersdorf www.matthiaskeller.at 

Weingut Menitz Untere Hauptstrasse 31 2443 Leithaprodersdorf  

Weingut Pluschkovits Josef Schulgasse 11 2443 Leithaprodersdorf  

Weingut Tschank Georg Untere Hauptstraße 19 2443 Leithaprodersdorf  

Weingut Grenzhof - Fiedler Weinzeile 2 7072 Mörbisch www.grenzhof-fiedler.at 

Weingut Kast Oberer Satzweg 55 7100 Neusiedl / See www.wein-kast.at 
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Weingut Christian Rainprecht Hauptstrasse 32 7063 Oggau www.rainprecht.at 

Weinbau Hans Reinprecht Hauptstrasse 20 7063 Oggau 
www.burgenland.at/weinbau-

reinprecht 

Schullerwein Markus Schuller Triftgasse 40 7063 Oggau www.schullerwein.at 

Weingut Mad, Marienberg Antonigasse 1 7063 Oggau www.wein-burgenland.at 

Remushof Jagschitz Untere Lerchengasse 15 7064 Oslip www.remushof.at 

Weingut Robitza Stefan Rosengasse 4 7064 Oslip  

Weingut Schumich Stefan Bachgasse 1 7064 Oslip  

Weingut Bichler Sätzgasse 22 7083 Purbach www.bichler-weinbau.eu 

Birgit Braunstein KEG Hauptgasse 18 7083 Purbach www.braunstein.at 

Weingut Gmeiner Angergasse 13 7083 Purbach www.weingut-gmeiner.at 

Weingut Kieslinghof Hauptgasse 24 7083 Purbach  

Weingut Kreiler Kirchengasse 53 7083 Purbach www.kreiler.at 

Weinhaus Schüller Fellnergasse 18 7083 Purbach www.weinhaus-schueller.at 

Weingut "Kloster am Spitz" Waldsiedlung 2 7083 Purbach www.klosteramspitz.at 

Weingut Toni Hartl Florianigasse 7 2440 Reisenberg www.toni-hartl.at 

Prieler GmbH Hauptstrasse 181 7081 Schützen/ Gebirge www.prieler.at 

Weingut Martin Reinfeld Hauptstrasse 19 7081 Schützen/ Gebirge www.wein-reinfeld.at 

Winzerfamilie Artner Flurgasse 11 7062 St. Margarethen www.artner-wein.at 

Weingut Eberherr Hauptstr. 116 7062 St. Margarethen www.eberherr.at 

Schneider Elisabeth Hauptstraße 134 7062 St. Margarethen www.weingut-schneider.at 

Weingut Michael Wind Kohlgraben 49 7062 St. Margarethen www.weingut-wind.com 

Weingut Hermann Leeb Hauptstraße 47 7092 Winden www.weingutleeb.at 

Weinbau Marinits Untere Hauptstrasse 9 7041 Wulkaprodersdorf  

Welkovits Eva Wiesengasse 2 7011 Zagersdorf www.welkovits.at 
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5 Contact 

 

 

 

Weinwerbe und Verkaufsförderverein 

zur Hebung der Weinkultur rund um das Leithagebirge 

Johannesstraße 25 

7082 Donnerskirchen, AUSTRIA 

 

 

Chairman: 

DI Hans Nehrer 

 

 

Office and Press Information 

Ina Laubner, BA 

T: +43-650-54 00 411 

F: +43-2684-2229-4 

E: wein@leithaberg.at  

www.leithaberg.at 

 

 

 


